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Introduction
I have recently noticed that my friends were impressed when I plugged in a usb mouse into my Linux laptop
that was already running X11. The mouse just works and I don't need to restart the X−server. For me this was
normal but I must admit that I have never seen a linux distribution until today where this is the default
behavior.
So here is the solution.

PS/2 and USB mouse under XF86
My linux distributions are not the latest therefore I have XF86. I guess that this will also apply to any other
X−server but I have not tried it.
This "usb mouse hotplugging" makes really only sense on laptops which have an internal ps/2 mouse and a
usb connector. Why do you need the internal mouse? Well you don't need it. You can set a server flag but
generally it makes not much sense to use X11 without a mouse.
Section "ServerFlags"
Option
"AllowMouseOpenFail"
EndSection
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The X−server can handle the adding and removal of a usb mouse without any problems. However it has to be
able to open the software device (in /dev) at startup. The problem is that most distributions have the usb
mouse compiled as a module. In other words it is loaded only when you plug in the mouse. To solve this you
need to force load those modules even if there is no mouse connected at startup.

# put this into an init script e.g
# /etc/rc.d/rc.local for fedora or
# /etc/conf.d/local.start for gentoo or ....
# load the kernel modules needed for a usb mouse even if there
# is no mouse connected yet:
modprobe hid
modprobe input
modprobe mousedev

That's all.
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